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Britain and the Narration of Travel in the Nineteenth Century May 09 2021 Interrogating the multiple ways in which travel was narrated and
mediated, by and in response to, nineteenth-century British travelers, this interdisciplinary collection examines to what extent these
accounts drew on and developed existing tropes of travel. The three sections take up personal and intimate narratives that were not
necessarily designed for public consumption, tales intended for a popular audience, and accounts that were more clearly linked with
discourses and institutions of power, such as imperial processes of conquest and governance. Some narratives focus on the things the
travelers carried, such as souvenirs from the battlefields of Britain s imperial wars, while others show the complexity of Victorian dreams
of the exotic. Still others offer a disapproving glimpse of Victorian mores through the eyes of indigenous peoples in contrast to the
imperialist vision of British explorers. Swiss hotel registers, guest books, and guidebooks offer insights into the history of tourism, while
new photographic technologies, the development of the telegraph system, and train travel transformed the visual, audial, and even the
conjugal experience of travel. The contributors attend to issues of gender and ethnicity in essays on women travelers, South African travel
narratives, and accounts of China during the Opium Wars, and analyze the influence of fictional travel narratives. Taken together, these
essays show how these multiple narratives circulated, cross-fertilised, and reacted to one another to produce new narratives, new objects,
and new modes of travel.
Problems of Electrical Power Production in the Southwest: Salt Lake City, Utah, May 26, 1971 Dec 04 2020
Electrical Processes in Atmospheres Jun 10 2021 These Proceedings are published to give a full account of the Fifth International
Conference on Atmospheric Electricity held in September 1974 in Garmisch-Partenkirchen in the Bavarian Alps in Germany. Traditionally,
the Proceedings of these Conferences have served as reference books updating the textbooks and monographs on Atmospheric Electricity.
As treated by these Conferences, Atmos pheric Electricity covers all aspects of this science, including the processes and problems which
reach out into the Earth's environment as well as analogous processes on other planets and on the Moon. A history of these Conferences,
an account of their purpose, and an outline of the scope and the preparation is to be found at the end of these Proceedings. There, also the
Business Meetings of the involved organizations are mentioned. The Proceedings closely follow the original program and are accordingly
organized into "Sessions". The papers printed in each "Session" in this book are the ones which were accepted for the sessions of the
Conference with the same numbers and titles. Only the two "Special Sessions" have been given different numbers in the Proceedings, i.e. 2a
and 10. In principle, all papers which were accepted by the Executive Panel either for full oral presentation or for printing in the
Proceedings only, have in fact been included in these Proceedings, whether they were presented or not. In the latter case, a special note is
made to explain the absence of a discussion.
Public Works for Water and Power Development and Energy Research Appropriation Bill, 1979 Oct 22 2019
Exploring meteorite mysteries a teacher's guide with activities for earth and space sciences. Jan 17 2022
The Electrical Engineer Sep 13 2021
The Earth's Electrical Environment Mar 27 2020 This latest addition to the Studies in Geophysics series explores in scientific detail the
phenomenon of lightning, cloud, and thunderstorm electricity, and global and regional electrical processes. Consisting of 16 papers by
outstanding experts in a number of fields, this volume compiles and reviews many recent advances in such research areas as meteorology,
chemistry, electrical engineering, and physics and projects how new knowledge could be applied to benefit mankind.
Telegraphic Journal and Electrical Review May 29 2020
The International Space Station Nov 15 2021 A comprehensive, highly readable account of complex, technical, political and human
endeavor and a worthy successor to Creating the International Space Station (Springer Praxis, January 2002) by David Harland and John
Catchpole. This volume details for the first time the construction and occupation of the International Space Station from 2002 through to
2008, when it should reach American Core Complete .
The Andes Apr 27 2020 A comprehensive climbing guide to the mountains of The Andes, from Venezuela to Tierra Del Fuego. It features
route descriptions for over 300 peaks with over half illustrated by a photo-diagram and full colour maps.
Mars in the Movies Oct 26 2022 Films about Mars have been a science-fiction staple for more than a century. From Thomas Edison's 1910
short film A Trip to Mars to Ridley Scott's 2015 smash hit The Martian, the red planet has captivated audiences worldwide. This
comprehensive survey describes 98 significant (and not so) films, television movies and miniseries, and direct to video productions
focusing on Mars. The author discusses them in their historical context and details the development of special effects and cinematic

approaches through the years. Cast, crew and production information are provided where available, along with plot summaries and quotes
from critics.
Product Safety & Liability Reporter Oct 14 2021
The Colorado Engineer Feb 18 2022
Catalogue of Accessioned Soviet Publications, 1957-1968 Jul 11 2021
New Scientist Jan 05 2021 New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are interested in scientific
discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social consequences". The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New
Scientist reports, explores and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
Electrical Engineering Problems Apr 08 2021
Into the Black Jul 19 2019 divIn the decades since the mid-1970s, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, has led the quest
to explore the farthest reaches of the solar system. JPL spacecraft̶Voyager, Magellan, Galileo, the Mars rovers, and others̶have brought
the planets into close view. JPL satellites and instruments also shed new light on the structure and dynamics of earth itself, while their
orbiting observatories opened new vistas on the cosmos. This comprehensive book recounts the extraordinary story of the lab's
accomplishments, failures, and evolution from 1976 to the present day. This history of JPL encompasses far more than the story of the
events and individuals that have shaped the institution. It also engages wider questions about relations between civilian and military space
programs, the place of science and technology in American politics, and the impact of the work at JPL on the way we imagine the place of
humankind in the universe./DIV
Problems of Electrical Power Production in the Southwest Mar 07 2021
Alexander Popov Inventor of Radio Nov 22 2019
Opening Space Research Aug 20 2019 Published by the American Geophysical Union as part of the Special Publications Series. Opening
Space Research: Dreams, Technology, and Scientific Discovery is George Ludwig's account of the early development of space-based
electromagnetic physics, with a focus on the first U.S. space launches and the discovery of the Van Allen radiation belts. Narrated by the
person who developed many of the instruments for the early Explorer spacecraft during the 1950s and participated directly in the scientific
research, it draws heavily upon the author's voluminous collection of laboratory notes and other papers, upon the Van Allen archive, and
upon a wide array of other sources. This book presents very detailed discussions of historic events in a highly readable (semitechnical), firstperson form. More than that, though, Opening Space Research brings to the forefront the entire team of scientists who made these
accomplishments possible, providing an extensive index of names to enhance and complete the historical record. Authoritative and
unique, this book will be of interest to space scientists, science historians, and anyone interested in space history and the first U.S. space
launches.
New Scientist Aug 12 2021 New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are interested in scientific
discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social consequences". The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New
Scientist reports, explores and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts Jun 29 2020
Travellers' Health Jul 23 2022 Our ability to travel to the remotest parts of the world has been transformed, but the health risks are ever
changing and increasing, and there may be no one to help when things go wrong. Whether you are travelling abroad for business or
pleasure, this book provides essential, detailed, practical advice for journeys all over the world. This fifth edition is a complete revision of a
best-selling, comprehensive and trusted guide. Travellers need to be increasingly well informed about health problems they may
encounter abroad. Malaria prevention, the latest vaccine information and advice, cruise ship travel, jet lag, skiing, and accidents and
injuries abroad: this book covers every important issue in travel medicine, with the emphasis firmly on self-help and prevention. This new
edition brings together state-of-the-art background information and specialist advice from more than 70 leading experts from several
countries, now in a more compact format. It is also available in an electronic edition. Travellers' Health is the standard source for the wellprepared traveller.
Science and Technology Series Sep 25 2022
Information Circular Oct 02 2020
Geophysical Abstracts Sep 01 2020
Geophysical Abstracts Jul 31 2020
Guide to Annual Subject Index for Technical Publications Announcements, Apr.-Dec. 1962 Dec 24 2019
The Electrical Journal Nov 03 2020
Expedition Mars May 21 2022 From the reviews: "...I enjoyed the historical descriptions of the contributions of the early rocket pioneers
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, Robert Goddard, and Wernher von Braun, as well as the American and Russian manned programs...The book is
aimed at the science-literate public, although the material varies in level of detail." (George D. Nelson, PHYSICS TODAY, June 2005)
Oxford Handbook of Expedition and Wilderness Medicine Mar 19 2022 Written by experienced expeditioners, the handbook is organized
in to eight main sections and includes information on fieldcraft, diagnosis and treatment of medical problems encountered during an
expedition (divided anatomically), environmental hazards, crisis management and issues to be dealt with after returning home. It also
covers basic information about how to plan for an expedition, how to keep the expedition members healthy, how to diagnose and manage
their medical problems in remote environments and provide brief summaries of medical problems peculiar to different expedition
environments. This pocket-sized book contains all you need to know to minimise health risks, to protect your health and to deal with
unexpected medical problems while you are travelling in remote, wilderness areas of the world.
Nature Sep 20 2019
Technical Publications Announcements with Indexes Jan 25 2020
Captain F. Spiess and the German Meteor Expedition of 1925-27 Apr 20 2022 Banned from taking naval vessels to foreign ports after WW1
Germany undertakes a comprehensive oceanographic expedition to the Atlantic Ocean to test many new measurement systems and to
establish the long term circulation patterns of the Atlantic. Challenged by the proscription on German naval vessels from visiting foreign
ports after WW1 a group of German oceanographers from the Institute for Marine Sciences in Berlin carried out a pioneering research
expedition from 1925-27 to sample the hydrographic structure of the South Atlantic Ocean. Its captain Fritz Spiess was the primary driving
force behind the expedition and the German navy supplied the survey ship Meteor. During this 2.5 year expedition the Meteor scientists
tested a great many new measurement systems many of which later became routine oceanographic measurement systems. As a result of
their observations the mean circulation pattern of the Atlantic was revealed that has remained valid to this day. People interested in the
history of ocean exploration, the history of Earth science and German scientific activity between the World Wars will find this volume to be

an intriguing read. Much of the book has been taken from the original cruise report written by Captain Fritz Spiess (1933). In addition, his
role has been expanded to demonstrate his essential contribution to the creation of the expedition, its execution and the dissemination of
its results upon completion. The present text comments on the captain s life before and after the expedition. In 1934 Fritz Spiess started
his second carrier as President of the German Marine Observatory (Deutsche Seewarte) in Hamburg. A great number of so far unpublished
documents demonstrate Spiess s ability to run his dignified agency in the turbulent times of Nazi Germany without becoming a Nazi
himself. Readers will learn how this first ocean expedition, dedicated to the study of the physics a whole ocean basin, helped to provide the
background for modern physical oceanography.
The Electrical Review Feb 06 2021
Breaking the Ice in Antarctica Aug 24 2022 This Is An Updated And Enlarged Edition Of The Earlier Book Citadel Of Ice By The Same
Author.The Book Vividly Describes Indias Epoch-Making, Daring Scientific Adventure In The Icy Continent Of Antarctica; It Narrates The
Story Of A Group Of 12 Scientists And Soldiers, Who Helped To Establish The First Ever Over-Wintering Indian Base, Dakshin Gangotri On A
Floating Ice Shelf In Antarctica.Beginning With A Description Of The Voyage To Antarctica Through The Roaring Forties, Icebergs, Pack Ice
And Fast Sea Ice, The Book Recounts The Painstaking Process Of Selecting A Construction Site For Dakshin Gangotri On A 400M Thick
Continental Ice Shelf And The Construction Of The Station Right From Its Foundation To The Commissioning Of The Life-Support
Systems.The Book Then Describes The Hair-Raising Incidents Of The Long Antarctic Blizzards Where The Wind Many A Time Touched Over
250Km/H With Snow Flying All Around, Which Threatened The Very Existence Of The Base. It Highlights The Ardous Struggles Of
Psychological And Biological Adjustment With The Mid-Night Sun And Polar Night With The Temperature Going Down To As Low As
-60°C.The Book Also Highlights The Beauty Of The Aurora Australis, Polar Shadows, Mirage Effects And Other Optical Illusions. Presents An
Intriguing Account Of The Expeditions Through The Polar Ice Cap With Deep Crevasses, Flowing Rivers And Treacherous Lakes, Glaciers
Andnunataks.The Teams Gallant Efforts Put India On The World Map Amongst The Scientifically-Advanced Nations. The Nation Rewarded
Theteams Achievement By Awarding One Kirti Chakra, Two Shaurya Chakras, Five Sena Medals And One Vishishtha Sewa Medal, Which Is
The Highest Number Of National Awards Won By Any National Mission.This Book Now Includes A Vivid Account Of The Later Expeditions To
Antarctica Alongwith Their Contribution To Indian Scientific Research.The Book, Written By The Leader Of The Team With A Foreword By
Padma Vibhushan Dr. S.Z. Qasim, Former Member, Planning Commission And Secretary, Department Of Ocean Development, Is Illustrated
With Over 45 Coloured Photographs And Maps.
Hearings Feb 24 2020
SIPRE Report Dec 16 2021
The Electrical Journal Jun 22 2022
Journal of the Royal Society of Arts Jun 17 2019
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